Zee Base Installation

Step 1 – Install the Zee Base
Each zee base kit contains one (1) zee base channel, two (2) end/splice pieces, one (1) corner angle and four (4) rear legs (not shown). Begin the zee base installation by determining the placement of the necessary zee base components. The illustration below demonstrates how the various components contained in the zee base kit can be used. Position the predrilled holes on the zee base channel against the floor. Connect the end/splice pieces using #10 - 24 x 3/8” long slot less screws and #10 nuts (provided). Complete the installation by attaching the channels to the floor and the end/splice pieces to the wall with appropriate anchoring hardware (not included). Discard any unused pieces.

Step 2 – Install the Rear Legs
Before positioning the lockers (not shown) onto the zee-base, install the rear legs included in the zee base kit to the lockers. The #10 - 24 x 1/2” long screws and #10 nuts with a serrated washer included in the kit are to be used. If lockers are shipped with legs, remove all legs from the lockers and replace the rear legs with those included in the zee base kit. The rear legs included with the lockers may be discarded.

Step 3 – Install the Lockers
Position the lockers onto the zee base in the desired location and attach to the zee base using self-drilling sheet metal screws (not included). These are to be installed from the underside of the zee base. Anchor lockers to the wall if applicable. Next fasten all lockers in a row together by installing the fasteners provided with the lockers through the side panels and rear panels. Installation is now complete.

(Z1) END/SPlice: USED AS AN END CAP OR TO JOIN SECTIONS OF ZEE BASE CHANNELS TOGETHER.

(Z2) ZEE BASE CHANNEL: THE MAIN CONNECTING FRAME COMPONENT. TRIM THEN DRILL TWO HOLES IN CHANNEL TO MATE WITH CONNECTING COMPONENT WHEN LESS THAN A FULL LENGTH IS NEEDED.

(Z3) CORNER ANGLE: USED TO JOIN COMPONENTS TO MAKE A 90 DEGREE TURN.
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